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Key transformation trends in banking
TECHNOLOGY

Enhancing Efficiency
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Digital Commerce

Technology

Technology:
Innovation is transforming financial services
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and PCs
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Mobile
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Quantum computing
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Credit cards
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Messaging
(e.g., SWIFT)

ATMs

World Economic Forum 2016 – The future of financial services infrastructure

e-trading

Digital
banking

Technology:
Artificial Intelligence - What it is
AI includes several rapidly evolving technologies that:
• Perform human-like functions
• Replicate & reinvent everyday activities

Robotics
automation
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Predictive
analytics

Machine
learning

Natural
language

Technology:
Artificial Intelligence - Why it is relevant
significant AI investments
aim to improve the client experience

78B 62%
Projected investment
in artificial intelligence
for 2022
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IDC – Worldwide Cognitive
Artificial Intelligence Systems
Spending Guide, H2 2018

of investment dollars
in artificial intelligence
aim to improve the
client experience

Teradata – State of
Artificial Intelligence
for Enterprises, 2017

Technology:
Artificial Intelligence - How it can be used in banking
Using AI to enhance the client experience

Advisory

Access account
information and make
payment requests via
chatbot
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Dashboard

Automation

Insight

Real-time access to
account information

Analytics on liquidity
and capital needs

Cash forecasting,
balance sheet
optimization and risk
management

Technology:
2019 innovation focus areas
Client data analytics
 Cash forecasting

 Real-time information

 Cash pooling

 Integration

 Dashboards & reporting

 Cross-border capability

 Real-time, quality data

 Open banking

Dynamic account management
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Connectivity

Digital transactions

 Structure simplification

 Robust payment options

 Streamline documentation

 Authentication

 Optimize receivables & payables

 Integrated platforms

 Transparency

 Safety & compliance

Digital Commerce

Digital Commerce:
Enabling business
Today, you can start a business and
sell globally from day one.
DIGITAL COMMERCE
TREND DRIVERS
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86%

12%

Mobile
innovation

Tech-based start-ups
with cross-border
activity

Goods traded
via international
e-commerce

Enabling rise of aliasbased payment
networks

Source: McKinsey Global Institute – Digital globalization: The new era of global flows, February 2016

Digital Commerce:
Globalization propelled by digital commerce

$4.7T in 2017

$2.3T in 2017
Global B2C digital commerce:
>75% growth by 2020

$4T+

30%

cross-border
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$7T

$10.7T

in 2017

in 2020

fueled by

Global B2B digital commerce:
>40% growth by 2020

$6.7T+

50%+
mobile

Sources:
Alizila, “Cross-border e-commerce to reach $1 trillion in 2020” (2015)
eMarketer, “B2B Ecommerce Market Still Maturing” (2016); “Worldwide Retail Digital Commerce Sales Will Reach $1.915 Trillion This Year” (2016)

Digital Commerce:
Disruptive innovations - Blockchain
Traditional process

Blockchain process

Potential benefits

Unique ledger per participant

Single, shared ledger

Relies on third parties for validation

No third party – participants must
validate before transaction is added

 Improved efficiency
 Increased control

Eliminates or reduces paper process

 Faster processing
 Reduced costs

Paper-intensive process
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 Greater transparency
 Reduced fraud

Digital Commerce:
Disruptive innovations – Real-time Payments (RTP)
Exponential growth of real-time payments systems across the globe

Real-time payments system
2008: UK launched one of the first RTP systems

13 | Source: FIS: Flavor of Fast Report 2018

Now live in 28 countries
Developing in 12+ countries

Digital Commerce:
Opportunities for Real-time Payments
Confirmation
of Payment

Real-time Payments
Core Infrastructure
Debtor/Sender’s
Bank

Creditor/Receiver’s
Bank
RTP validates
payment
and updates
banks’ settlement
accounts in real time

Applicable to:
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B2B

B2C

C2B

C2C

Digital Commerce:
Disruption via regulation & innovation
PSD2 will follow a similar path to revolutionize payments

Open banking
environment
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Application
Program
Interface
(API)

Open access to bank data
& payment initiation

Digital Commerce:
Application Programming Interface (API)
What is an API?

A way for two computer applications to talk to each other over a network using a
common language
data

common
language

API

API
predictable patterns
of openings

data

An API analogy
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Electrical sockets with
predictable patterns

Digital Commerce:
APIs can simplify connections

API example: Connect to multiple airlines via a single interface

API
API

You want to
book a vacation
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You go to your
favorite travel site

Connect to airlines for
schedules and pricing

Digital Commerce:
Regulation & innovation are transforming banking
New entrants will help shape the banking experience

+ APIs =

OF BANKING
AS A SERVICE
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Digital Commerce:
Mobile adoption is broad & disruptive
By 2020, more people will have mobile phones than
electricity, running water or cars

Communications Preference:
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Sources:
Forbes/Tech, “Cisco Finds Global Mobile Users Growing 2X Faster Than Global Population” (2016); GMSA, “The Mobile Economy 2015”; Shopify; Javelin Strategy & Research, “Mobile Banking,
Tablet and Smartphone Forecast 2013-2018: Smart Device Adoption Drives Mobile Banking Boom” (2014); BofA, “Trends in Consumer Mobility Report” (2016)

Digital Commerce:
Adoption of mobile money transfers

Moving toward a cashless society due to:
 Convenience
 Speed
 Safety
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Sources:
Javelin, Mobile P2P Payments in 2015: The Growth and Adoption of Mobile Money Transfers, 9/15; Trends in Consumer Mobility Report, Bank of America, 2016

Enhancing Efficiency

Enhancing Efficiency:
Consider adopting artificial intelligence
Streamline & Automate Processes
Customer & vendor interaction
Cash forecasting
Processing & reconciliation of payments
Analysis of tax assessments
Fraud detection
Anticipating & managing capital projects
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ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

Enhancing Efficiency:
Consider leveraging APIs

Analytics

Enterprise
Resource
Planning

Vendor
Alliances

Banks &
Payment
Networks

Analytics
Software

Forecasting
Tools

Fintech
Providers

Treasury
Management
Systems

APIs

Enhance:
• Process transparency
•

Communications fluidity

•

Operational efficiency

API Gateway

Other Advantages
Bank products and services

Payments
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Reporting

Liquidity

Card

Trade



Real time and “always on”



Unbundled banking services



Supplements existing channels

Enhancing Efficiency:
Embrace technology & digital commerce

Distribute funds
without paper

To anyone with a
U.S. bank account

Recipients receive
payments more quickly

Higher customer
satisfaction

You’ve received notice of payment from
UNC
UNC is using Bank of America to process this payment

Potentially reduce payment
expenses

Using mobile phone
number or email
address
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If you have questions about this payment, please contact UNC student
services.

No need to obtain sensitive
bank account information

Summary:
Key transformation trends in banking
TECHNOLOGY

Enhancing Efficiency
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Digital Commerce

Q & A Session

PEOPLE FIRST
INNOVATIONS

Best practices

Fraud Prevention

REPORTING

IMPLEMENTATION

Remote Deposit

Resource Optimization
Faster payments
Data Privacy

INTEGRATION
CONNECTIVITY

Digital Disbursements
Going Paperless

COST-SAVINGS
Working Capital

Infrastructure

What would you like to discuss further?
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Incorporated and Merrill Lynch Professional Clearing Corp., both of which are registered broker-dealers and Members of SIPC, and, in other jurisdictions, by locally registered entities. Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated and Merrill Lynch Professional Clearing Corp. are registered as futures commission merchants with the CFTC and are members of the NFA.
Investment products offered by Investment Banking Affiliates: Are Not FDIC Insured • May Lose Value • Are Not Bank Guaranteed.
This document is intended for information purposes only and does not constitute a binding commitment to enter into any type of transaction or business relationship as a consequence of any
information contained herein.
These materials have been prepared by one or more subsidiaries of Bank of America Corporation solely for the client or potential client to whom such materials are directly addressed and delivered
(the “Company”) in connection with an actual or potential business relationship and may not be used or relied upon for any purpose other than as specifically contemplated by a written agreement
with us. We assume no obligation to update or otherwise revise these materials, which speak as of the date of this presentation (or another date, if so noted) and are subject to change without notice.
Under no circumstances may a copy of this presentation be shown, copied, transmitted or otherwise given to any person other than your authorized representatives. Products and services that may be
referenced in the accompanying materials may be provided through one or more affiliates of Bank of America, N.A.
We are required to obtain, verify and record certain information that identifies our clients, which information includes the name and address of the client and other information that will allow us to
identify the client in accordance with the USA Patriot Act (Title III of Pub. L. 107-56, as amended (signed into law October 26, 2001)) and such other laws, rules and regulations.
We do not provide legal, compliance, tax or accounting advice.
For more information, including terms and conditions that apply to the service(s), please contact your Bank of America Merrill Lynch representative.
Investment Banking Affiliates are not banks. The securities and financial instruments sold, offered or recommended by Investment Banking Affiliates, including without limitation money market mutual
funds, are not bank deposits, are not guaranteed by, and are not otherwise obligations of, any bank, thrift or other subsidiary of Bank of America Corporation (unless explicitly stated otherwise), and
are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”) or any other governmental agency (unless explicitly stated otherwise).
This document is intended for information purposes only and does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation or an offer or solicitation, and is not the basis for any contract to purchase or
sell any security or other instrument, or for Investment Banking Affiliates or banking affiliates to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequent of any information contained herein.
With respect to investments in money market mutual funds, you should carefully consider a fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses before investing. Although money market mutual
funds seek to preserve the value of your investment at $1.00 per share, it is possible to lose money by investing in money market mutual funds. The value of investments and the income derived from
them may go down as well as up and you may not get back your original investment. The level of yield may be subject to fluctuation and is not guaranteed. Changes in rates of exchange between
currencies may cause the value of investments to decrease or increase.
We have adopted policies and guidelines designed to preserve the independence of our research analysts. These policies prohibit employees from offering research coverage, a favorable research
rating or a specific price target or offering to change a research rating or price target as consideration for or an inducement to obtain business or other compensation.
Copyright 2019 Bank of America Corporation. Bank of America N.A., Member FDIC, Equal Housing Lender.
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